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ABSTRACT:  Special objects specifically locations always associated with one or more keywords related with it.  
User can reach upto these objects many times with only keywords or at most by using actual co-ordinates of location.  
While searching multiple locations specifically more places like hotel, theatre, hospital etc. your always gets problem 
to get all location in one go.  If user searches hotel then user will get some hotels near to current location but the 
decision of which is the best hotel always depends on user.  To overcome these problemsby giving suggestion to user 
on specific parameters and allow user to search more than one places in one go for better user satisfaction. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Now days each individual require location based services like finding shopping mall, hotel, theatre etc.  When user 

wants to search any location or any place then number of systems are available to give result to user as per query word.  
As per traditional systemsuser enter single keyword at a time and will get available choices as per location searched. 
All locations are stored in special database with related keywords for each location. For example Movie Theatre will be 
related with Movie, theatre, cinema, etc.  When user gets a list of places related with keyword then important thing for 
user will always make a choice form this list of places.  User choice depends on some of following reasons like 
Distance form my location, Quality of place (normally we consider it with rating of place which is nothing but the 
review of different peoples who already visited the place), available other options like if hotel is near to that place so 
can continue with dinner, expense one can afford, available time etc. 

Many times system can do some more calculation and can give better result in terms of choices to user.  If system is 
already feed with some more parameters related to place then it is possible.  Like if all places are with their users 
experiences (in terms of rating) or approximate cost for single person etc.(exception: Temple will not have any rating 
or cost etc).  While moving through problem some more calculation system can do for best possible solution and 
ultimately better user experience. 

 
II. RELATED WORK 

 
In [1] an author first takes the keywords as input form user and then finds the locations for each keyword.  Each 

objection location has property like latitude, longitude, rating, description etc. Based on these properties they find the 
best one pair of location (1 location for each word) and give this pair to user as best locations for entered keyword.  The 
given location pair based on the rating of locations, distance from the user’s current location and distance between 
location  for each keyword called as inner object distance. 

To calculate the accurate distance between two co-ordinates two methods are available namely, Great-Circle 
distance method and other is haversine formula distance. 

These two methods are mostly used to calculate distance between two location by specifying the latitude and 
longitude of both location. 

Great-Circle Distance method  or also called as orthodromic distance calculate shortest distance between two 
points on sphere. Generally we measure distance between two points always in straight line but for earth as it is not 
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possible hence great-circle distance.  Great circle distance accepts latitude and longitude of two locations and calculate 
distance in kilometer. There are different methods to calculate great-circle distance. Following is Haversine formula: 

 
Δ σ = arccos ( sin ϕ1 ⋅ sin ϕ2 + cosϕ1 ⋅ cos ϕ2 ⋅ cos ( Δ λ ) ) 

 
d = r Δ σ 

 
Where,   

d is distance in Kilometer,  
ϕ1λ1  ϕ2λ2 be the geographical latitude and longitude of two points 1 and 2, 
Δϕ and Δλtheir absolute differences, 
Δ σthe central angle between them, 
r is radius of sphere  
 

 
Fig: Great-Circle calculation  

 
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

 
In proposed system first step is accepting the user input in terms of keyword as well as the max distance user is 

ready to travel.  By taking each keyword finding of available location is done.  While searching available location 
important step if to limit the location search area by drawing circle by taking user current location as centre point and 
user input-distance parameter as radius of circle.  Due to this the accuracy of results increases as well as reduce in 
processing time with reduces in garbage of unnecessary locations.  Here we get available location for each keyword 
then next step is to calculate distance between current location of user and each location we have.  This distance is 
calculated using Haversign formula for finding great-circle distance between two locations. 

After calculating distance we sort all location on basis of rating, shortest distance and inner object shortest distance. 
While sorting locations we get best 1 location for each word- each sorting criteria and which we gives to user.  
Location (single for each word) with highest rating for each keyword, with shortest distance, etc.  Hence user gets 
number of choice pairs having one location for each keyword.   

After we got pair locations for keyword we should show available path to user for travelling. 
   

 
Fig : Proposed System flow 
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IV. PSEUDO CODE 
 
Step 1: Take keywords and distance (in meter) for limit search as user input. 
Step 2: Take users current position in terms of latitude and longitude  
Step 3: Filter keywords for removing false result. 
Step 4: Find all locations for each keyword within limited circular area. 
Step 4: For each searched location calculate distance in km form current location. 
Step 5: Sort locations on different sorting options: 
 5.1: Sort as per shortest distance 
 5.2: Sort on rating 
Step 6:  For each search option take pair of location (one for each word) 
Step 7: Draw route between selected location for each pair and show to user 
Step 8: End.     
 

V. RESULTS 
 
After implementation above process flow we get the desire result which was the aim behind this study.  When user 

enters keywords existing system was giving bulk of places which was too away from user too.  By taking radius form 
user we improve upto the result as well as reduce garbage bulk places and also save the bandwidth usage system 
require serving user.   

 

 
 
Implementation details with screen shot displays how actual system works.  As show in following screen shot, user 

entered two keywords as hotel, theatre and enter radius (max area should cover in result) as 500 (which is in meters) so 
system gives total 3 locations for hotel, theatre and gives path to travel. 

 
While we perform search for Hotel, theatre, garden and temple with some combination we get the result as follow. 

For Hotel and Theatre system is giving 2 choices instead of 1 and same for hotel and temple.  But for Hotel and Garden 
it gives same result. 
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Fig : Available choices to user 

 
While perform search with adding distance as extra parameter the available places reduces to a great extend hence 

minimize wastage for all useless location system gives as a result to user. 
 

 
 

Fig : With adding parameter as distance to consider for giving user result 
 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
The results showed that the proposed algorithm performs better with accurate result and more than one choice for 

user than single result to user with no choice. Also the proposed algorithm provides more accurate locations only than 
the existing system as added one parameter of distance (radius to consider) for location search.Also proposed system 
gives the existing all routs user can consider to visit places. 

In future system can improve by giving only shortest route to user as well as by stating the way user should visit 
location in which order.  If all location are with available time and minimum budget for single user then these two 
parameters can give more accurate result with better user satisfaction. 
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